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T Cell Renewal Rates, Telomerase, and Telomere Length
Shortening1
Rob J. De Boer2 and Andre´ J. Noest1
Measurements on the average telomere lengths of normal human naive and memory T cells suggested that 1) naive and memory
human T cells have similar division rates, and 2) that the difference between naive and memory cells reflects the degree of clonal
expansion during normal immune reactions. Here we develop mathematic models describing how the population average of
telomere length depends on the cell division rates of naive and memory T cells during clonal expansion and normal renewal. The
results show that 1) telomeres shorten with twice the cell division rate, 2) that the conventional approach of estimating telomere
length shortening per mean population doubling gives rise to estimates that are 39% larger than the “true” loss per cell division,
3) that naive and memory T cells are expected to shorten their telomeres at rates set by the division rate of the naive T cells only,
i.e., irrespective of the division rate of memory T cells, 4) that the measured difference in the average telomere length between naive
and memory T cells may largely reflect the difference in renewal rates between these subpopulations rather than the clonal
expansion, and 5) that full telomerase compensation during clonal expansion is consistent with all data on the shortening of
telomere length in, and between, naive and memory T cells. Thus we reconcile the apparent contradictions between the demon-
strated difference in division rates between human naive and memory T cells and their similar rates of telomere shortening, and
the demonstrated telomere shortening in the presence of telomerase activity. The Journal of Immunology, 1998, 160: 5832–5837.
T he maintenance of the T cell repertoire is an importantunresolved issue in immunology. Experiments using micesuggest that at least part of the memory T cells are rela-
tively short lived and are maintained by active proliferation, i.e.,
by renewal (1, 2). The nature of the ligands stimulating memory
cells to divide is unknown, and may vary from persisting patho-
gens (3), environmental (e.g., food) Ags (2), to self-Ags (4). Mem-
ory T cells can indeed be very cross-reactive (5, 6). Naive T cells,
on the other hand, seem to live much longer (2, 7), and are main-
tained by production of novel naive cells in the thymus and by cell
division (2); the former are the dominant source during early
life (2).
Cell division of memory cells is also the dominant maintenance
mechanism for the T cell repertoire in human adults (8). Division
rates of human naive CD45RA1 and memory CD45RO1 T cells
have been estimated by the rates at which patients treated with
radiotherapy lose lymphocytes with chromosome damage (9, 10).
It was thus estimated that memory CD45RO1 T cells divide once
every 22 wk (10). The CD45RA1 naive T cells were estimated to
divide every 3.5 yr (10). Having an order of magnitude of 1011
naive T cells in either the CD41 or the CD81 compartment, di-
viding once every 1000 days amounts to a production of order of
magnitude of 108 naive T cells/day in each subclass of T cells.
Similarly, an average division rate of memory T cells of once
every 100 days amounts to a production of about 109 memory T
cells/day. Note that these numbers are probably upper estimates
because these patients are recovering from radiotherapy and have
not yet attained normal steady state peripheral T cell counts.
Cancer patients treated with chemotherapy typically fail to re-
constitute a normal T cell repertoire, and the reconstitution rates
correlate with the enlargement of the thymus and the appearance of
CD45RA1 CD41 naive T cells (11). For example, the three oldest
patients in this study (11) are 24 yr old, and have daily recovery
rates of 0.54, 0.26, and 0.63 CD41 T cells/ml blood. For adults
having approximately 5 liters of blood, and having about 2% of the
CD41 T cells in the circulation (12), these figures indicate an
average total body production of about 108 CD41 T cells per day
during this recovery phase. This is similar to the naive T cell pro-
duction estimated above by chromosome damage (9). Similarly,
multiple sclerosis patients treated with anti-CD4 mAb have mark-
edly depleted peripheral CD41 T cell counts (13). Upon with-
drawal of the treatment the CD41 T cell counts again recover very
slowly, with similar recovery rates of CD45RO1 memory and
CD45RA1 naive T cells (13).
Materials and Methods
Recent studies provide a novel and independent perspective on T cell re-
newal by documenting the rates of telomere length shortening of
CD45RA1 naive and CD45RO1 memory CD41 T cells (14), and of
CD281 and CD282 CD81 T cells (15). Telomeres are unique structures at
the ends of chromosomes that are involved in cellular proliferative capacity
(16, 17). Each cycle of cell division results in a loss of 50 to 100 terminal
nucleotides from the telomere end of each chromosome (14, 17–21). Thus,
measuring the rates of telomere shortening may reveal insights into the
dynamics of T cell renewal (14, 15). Both studies reveal a 1400-base pair
difference in the average telomere lengths of CD45RO1 naive and
CD45RA1 memory CD41 T cells and of CD281 and CD282 CD81 T
cells. Furthermore, this difference is independent of the average telomere
length and the age of the donor (14). Given a loss of 50 to 100 base pairs
per cell division, this difference was interpreted to reflect a clonal expan-
sion of 14 to 28 population doublings (14, 15). The average telomere
lengths of both naive and memory CD41 T cells decrease at a rate of 33
bp/yr (14). For the naive T cells, such a division rate is in agreement with
the data cited above (10). The apparently equal average division rate of
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memory CD41 T cells, however, is almost an order of magnitude lower
than the one estimated above (10).
More recently, it became clear that activated T cells can express telom-
erase activity (22–27), and avoid telomere shortening during the first 10 to
12 divisions in culture (23, 27). Thus, the CD41 T cell telomere shortening
of 33-bp year21 (14) and the 1400-bp difference between the T cell sub-
populations (14, 15) paradoxically coexist with apparent telomerase activ-
ity. This implies that there should be cell division that is not fully com-
pensated by telomerase activity. Developing a mathematical model in
which naive and memory T cells are maintained both by renewal and clonal
expansion, we are able to resolve this paradox by showing that one can
obtain full consistency with the data even if telomerase activity fully com-
pensates during clonal expansion. If memory T cells do divide more fre-
quently than naive T cells during renewal (10), we obtain similar telomere
shortening rates of both subpopulations as a steady state solution of our
model. This accounts for the fixed difference of average telomere length
between T cell populations, irrespective of division rate of the memory T
cells, and irrespective of telomerase activity during clonal expansion.
Results
To model the dynamics of telomere shortening in peripheral pop-
ulations of human T cells, we start by defining a “telomere loss
index”, i, which measures the telomere loss in units of the expected
loss per cell division (in the absence of telomerase). Thus, if b is
the expected number of base pairs lost per cell division, a cell of
index i has shortened its telomere length by bi base pairs. We
formulate our model by calculating the numbers ni of T cells with
a telomere loss index i. The numbers ni change as cells die, divide,
express telomerase, or switch phenotype (see Fig. 1). Below, we
define an “average telomerase loss index,” m, which is proportion-
ally related to the population-mean telomere loss. To illustrate ba-
sic principles, we first develop a simple “one-compartment” model
in which the naive and memory T cell subsets are combined into
one compartment. Subsequently, a more elaborate model is devel-
oped in which naive and memory cells are undergoing cell division
and death at independent rates, and in which naive cells may be
primed to become memory cells.
One-compartment model
Let ni be the number of T cells of telomere loss index, i, in which
i 5 0 denotes cells that have an initial maximal telomere length.
Cells may die, with rate d, or divide, with rate a. Division of a cell
of index i clearly removes it from the cell count ni, while its two
daughter cells are added to cell count ni11. The basic dynamics of
our model can thus be expressed by the following system of dif-
ferential equations
dni
dt 5 2ani 2 1 2 ~a 1 d!ni, for i 5 0,1, . . . ,` , (1)
in which, formally, n21 [ 0. The cellular division rates a and/or
death rates d are expected to be regulated homeostatically. For
deriving our results, it is not required to specify these functions,
however.
The dynamics of the total number of T cells, N, is found simply
by summing the ni equations
dN
dt 5 O
i
dni
dt 5 N~a 2 d!, (2)
which recovers a standard model disregarding the division-class
structure. Our very simple model so far is similar to another model
that was previously derived (28). Our major simplification is to
ignore the so-called Hayflick limit (29, 30), which is the minimal
telomere length at which cells can still divide successfully. Our
approach can be extended to include Hayflick limit effects, but at
a cost in simplicity and ease of interpretation.
One advantage of this simplification is that one can derive a very
simple differential equation describing the growth of the “average
telomere loss index,” m. This index, m, should be proportional to
the average loss of telomere length (i.e., L 5 L0 2 bm, where L is
the measured average telomere length, L0 is its starting value, and
b is the number of base pairs lost per cell division. The average
division index, m, is simply the mean value of the telomere loss
index, i.e.,
m 5
1
N O
i 5 0
`
ini . (3)
Differentiating Equation 3 with respect to time, and using Equation
1 and Equation 2, one obtains the satisfyingly simple result (see
Appendix A)
dm
dt 5 2a , (4)
which says that the average telomere loss index increases at a rate
that is twice the average cellular division rate. This is because two
daughter cells with shortened telomeres replace one parent cell.
Likewise, the average telomere length decreases at a rate dL/dt 5
22ba. According to this model, the telomere-shortening rate is
independent of the average telomere length. In tumor cells, addi-
tional factors have recently been described, such as the telomeric
repeat-binding factor TRF1 (31), which are involved in repairing
telomere shortening dependent on the telomere length. We have
not incorporated such factors in our model because it seems un-
likely that similar factors play a significant role in human T cells,
which are well known to suffer from telomere shortening, and,
ultimately, senescence, by cell division (14, 15, 22–27).
Telomere loss per cell division
Experimental measurements of the average rate of telomere loss
are based upon a longitudinal in vitro expansion of cell lines (17–
21). Implicitly assuming synchronous cell divisions, and ignoring
cell death, one typically computes the number of bases lost per
mean population doubling (MPD)3 as
bMPD 5
DL
log2@Nt /N0#
, (5)
3 Abbreviation used in this paper: MPD, mean population doubling.
FIGURE 1. A scheme of the one-compartment model. Each box ni rep-
resents the number of T cells that have gone through precisely i cell divi-
sions. N is the total number of T cells. The arrows a and d represent
division and death rates, respectively. Both may be arbitrary homeostatic
functions of the total T cell density, i.e., a is some decreasing, and d some
increasing function of the total number of T cells N 5 ¥ini. Two linear
examples are depicted in the figure.
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where DL is the total telomere loss over the experiment, N0 is the
number of cells the culture started with, and Nt is the final popu-
lation size. These experiments have yielded 50 # bMPD # 100.
Because cell division is not expected to be synchronous, this
bMPD is not equal to the number of base pairs lost per cell division
(i.e., to our parameter b). We here calculate the difference between
the two. Solving Equation 2, one obtains that (a 2 d)t 5 ln [Nt /
N0]. Employing the solution of Equation 4, i.e., m 5 2at, and our
definition that b 5 DL/m, and also ignoring cell death, i.e., assum-
ing d ,, a, we obtain the expression
b 5
DL
2ln@Nt /N0#
(6)
for the average number of base pairs lost per cell division. Thus, in
comparison with Equation 5, our Equation 6 requires taking the
natural logarithm and correcting by the factor 2 obtained in Equa-
tion 4. The ratio of this “true” estimate of the telomere loss to the
“MPD”-based estimate is
b
bMPD
5
log2@Nt/N0#
2ln@Nt /N0#
5
1
2ln@2# . 0.72 . (7)
Thus, the true average rate of telomere loss per cell division is
72% of the previous estimates of telomere loss per MPD. The
existing data (17–21) then yield an estimate of 35 # b # 70. For
definiteness we use b 5 50 bp/cell division from now on. The rate
at which a population of dividing T cells loses its telomere base
pairs (i.e., 2ba) can now be equated to the experimental value of
33 base pairs/yr (14). This yields a division rate of a 5 1/3 per
year. Fortuitously, this is identical to the previous estimate (14).
Finally, as total T cell numbers tend to remain at steady state,
we may put dN/dt 5 0 in Equation 2 and obtain a 5 d, as
expected. Hence, the steady state average cellular life span (1/d)
equals 1/a 5 3 yr.
Two-compartment model
In Figure 2 we generalize the simple one-compartment model to a
model describing two coupled compartments, for “naive” and
“memory” T cells, respectively. We assume separate homeostatic
control of division and/or death rates for the naive and the memory
cell types, since one would otherwise expect one of the two types
to outcompete the other (32, 33). Additionally, mouse experiments
do suggest that the naive and memory subsets are regulated inde-
pendently (34). The human telomere data (14) demonstrate that
naive CD41 T cells (or at least their precursors) are, indeed, slowly
dividing cells. Experiments with mice also argue for slow division
rates of CD45RA1 naive T cells (2, 35). Although in a rat model
it has recently been suggested that, in the absence of antigenic
stimulation, memory CD41 T cells revert to a naive phenotype
(36), it remains unclear whether one should allow for a similar
reversal in the human situation. In the present model, we do not
allow for such a reversion of the memory marker (see alternative
model under Discussion). Thus, we devise a two-compartment
model in which naive T cells cannot only divide or die, but can
also be primed by external Ags to expand into a clone of memory
T cells.
Denoting the naive cell numbers by vi and the memory cell
numbers by mi, we write
dvi
dt 5 2aVvi 2 1 2 ~aV 1 g 1 dV!vi , (8)
where v21 [ 0 as before. Extending our previous notation, the aV
and dV denote the division and death rates, which will probably be
homeostatically controlled by the total count of naive cells V [
¥ivi. The new parameter, g, is the probabilistic rate at which naive
T cells are externally primed to become a proliferating clone of
activated T cells. Clearly, all results of the one-compartment
model carry over to the naive cells of this two-compartment model.
We need only repeat the analysis of the one-compartment model to
obtain for the total number of naive cells
dV
dt 5 V(av 2 dv 2 g), (9)
and for the average telomere loss index mV [ ¥iivi/V
dmV
dt 5 2aV . (10)
As before, the naive telomere lengths decrease with twice the
naive T cell division rate. The only difference is that at a steady
state of Equation 9 we obtain aV 5 dV 1 g, which is simply the
“net turnover rate” of naive cells. The “priming” rate, g, thus in-
creases the naive cell telomere-shortening rate, but this is esti-
mated to be a negligible contribution (see below).
Turning to the memory cell compartment, we have to consider
clonal expansion. The 1400-base pair difference in average telo-
mere lengths between human memory and naive T cells was in-
terpreted to reflect a clonal expansion of 14 to 28 cell divisions (14,
15). In our model, we consider naive T cells that may be primed
with external Ags at a probabilistic rate g per day, to ultimately
yield a clone of C memory T cells. Due to the telomerase activity
evoked by the activation with Ag and/or the costimulatory factors
(22–27), the degree of clonal expansion is unlikely to be reflected
in a proportional degree of telomere loss (23, 27). Thus, we write
that right after clonal expansion a memory T cell has shifted its
telomere loss index by an amount K. Note that perfect compensa-
tion by telomerase activity during clonal expansion would corre-
spond to K 5 0.
In Appendix B, we derive that the total number of memory cells
M satisfies
dM
dt 5 M~aM 2 dM! 1 gCV (11)
and that the differential equation for the average telomere loss
index is
dmM
dt 5 2aM 2 gC
V
M~mM 2 mV 2 K!, (12)
FIGURE 2. A scheme of the two-compartment model. The boxes vi and
mi represent the number of naive T cells, and memory T cells, respectively,
that have gone through precisely i cell divisions. The arrows aV, aM, dV,
and dM represent their (homeostatically controlled) division and death
rates, respectively. The arrow gC represents the priming and proliferation
involved in normal immune reactions to foreign Ags.
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which says that telomere-shortening rate of memory cells is not
just reflecting their division rate aM, but depends on the clonal
expansion, the naive:memory ratio, and their difference in average
telomere lengths. Thus, memory telomere lengths are much less
directly related to the division or turnover rates than the very sim-
ple proportionality Equation 10 found for the naive cells.
The difference D in naive and memory telomere lengths
For memory T cells, it is apparent from Equation 12 that the short-
ening rate slows down when mM exceeds mV 1 K, which is the
mean index of cells that have just been produced by clonal expan-
sion of a primed (former naive) cell. To analyze this effect, it is
helpful to write a differential equation for the distance between the
naive and memory telomere loss index, which we define as D [
mM 2 mV. Subtracting Equation 10 from Equation 12 gives
dD
dt 5 2~aM 2 aV! 2 gC
V
M~D 2 K! . (13)
Inspecting this result, one notices a “time constant” t 5
M/(gCV), and a “source” term s 5 2(aM 2 aV) 1 K/t. Since we
only consider data from adults (14), in whom memory and naive T
cell counts tend to remain in steady state, s and t can be treated as
finite constants allowing us to simplify Equation 13 into
dD
dt 5 s 2 D/t , (14)
which will ultimately approach the steady state
D 5 st 5 K 1 2t~aM 2 aV! 5 K 1
2~aM 2 aV!
gC
M
V (15)
on a time scale, t. Comparing these results to experimental data,
we can draw several interesting conclusions.
Importantly, our results imply that the steady state telomere-
shortening rate of memory cells should approach that of the naive
cells, after a time period of a few times t. The empirical results on
CD41 T cells (14) demonstrate precisely this similarity of short-
ening rates. Hence, in steady state, the rate of telomere shortening
in memory T cells should approach 2aV, i.e., that of the naive T
cells, and should not have any relation to the parameters of the
memory T cells. There is, indeed, good agreement between both
telomere-shortening rates and the average division rates aV '
0.0008 day21 of human naive T cells (9, 10, 14). This resolves
what appeared to be a contradiction between measured memory
cell telomere-shortening rates and data suggesting that memory T
cells are dividing considerably more frequently than naive T cells
(1, 2, 9, 10, 35, 37), seem to be cross-reactive (5), and have less
stringent maintenance requirements (38).
Intuitively, this result can be understood in terms of the influx of
primed naive cells with long telomeres into the memory compart-
ment. If memory T cells are dividing more frequently than naive T
cells their average telomere length will initially shorten more rap-
idly than that of the naive T cells. The average memory telomere
length cannot “run freely,” however, because it is bound to the
average naive telomere length by the influx of primed naive cells.
This bond ultimately leads to a steady distance D between the two
average telomere lengths. It is also natural therefore that this dis-
tance D depends on the difference in naive and memory T cell
division rates, on the clonal expansion, and on the ratio of total
numbers of naive and memory T cells.
The effect of telomerase activity during clonal expansion on the
naive-memory distance D can be understood completely in terms
of the parameter K. One extreme case is “perfect telomerase com-
pensation” corresponding to K 5 0. By Equation 15 one sees that
K 5 0 does allow for D . 0, i.e., a fixed telomere length difference
D between naive and memory T cells remains a natural result even
if there is no telomere shortening at all during clonal expansion.
This does require that memory cells divide more frequently than
naive T cells, i.e., aM . aV, which is indeed supported by data (1,
2, 9, 10, 35, 37, 38). This resolves the apparent contradiction be-
tween transient telomerase activity during clonal expansion (23,
27) and the measured telomere shortening: the latter could, in prin-
ciple, all be due to telomere loss during renewal. Obviously, the
parameter K need not be zero, allowing the 1400-base pair differ-
ence (14, 15) to reflect both clonal expansion and differences in
renewal rates.
Parameter estimation
The time constant, t, and the priming rate of naive T cells, g, can
both be estimated from Equation 11. Arguing from the viewpoint
that in adults memory T cells are maintained largely by renewal,
and only marginally by the priming of naive T cells (1, 2, 6, 8, 35,
37), we obtain from Equation 11 that gCV ,, aMM. Because in
most adults the ratio of memory over naive T cells is approxi-
mately one (39, 40), i.e., M/V . 1, this simplifies into gC ,, aM.
By the same reasoning the time constant simplifies to t . 1/(gC).
Employing the estimated memory division frequency of once ev-
ery 22 wk, i.e., aM ' 0.006 (10), we therefore obtain that t . 22
wk. Approaching the steady state telomere distance D in Equation
15 may therefore take several years. Since the experimental data
were all from human adults (14, 15) such a time scale could indeed
be consistent with our steady state approximation. Assuming that
T cell precursor frequencies generally increase about a 1000-fold
following a typical immune reaction (41), i.e., assuming C ' 1000,
we obtain for the priming rate that g ,, 6 3 1026 per day. In other
words, on average, a naive T cell would run a chance of less than
1026 day21 of being primed by a foreign Ag to clonally expand.
Discussion
Summarizing, we find that naive T cells reduce their average telo-
mere lengths at a rate reflecting twice their cell division rate, that
the conventional approach of estimating telomere length shorten-
ing per MPD gives rise to estimates that are 39% larger than the
“true” loss per cell division, that—irrespective of their division
rates—memory T cells are expected to have the same rate of losing
their telomere ends as naive T cells, and that the average difference
in telomere lengths between naive and memory T cells need not
reflect the clonal expansion telomerase activity of Ag-primed
naive T cells. As a consequence, the recent telomere data (14)
are most informative about the division rates of naive T cells,
and should not be used for estimating the division rates of mem-
ory T cells. In combination, the current T cell data on telomere
lengths (14, 15) and telomerase activity (22–27) suggest that
memory T cells are indeed dividing more frequently than naive
T cells (1, 2, 9, 10, 35, 37, 38).
The naive and memory T cell repertoires in our model are main-
tained by proliferative self-renewal, and we have shown that this is
consistent with the available data. Alternatively, one could argue
that both naive and memory T cells are long lived, and are only
stimulated to divide by clonal expansion upon stimulation with
specific Ag. The latter view is, in fact, supported by the slow
recovery rate of memory T cells in adults, and the relationship of
this recovery rate with the rate of naive T cell recovery (11, 13).
Furthermore, it has recently been suggested that the so-called
“memory” isoforms of the CD45R T cell markers reflect an acti-
vation stage rather then a true memory stage (36). Thus, in the
absence of Ag, memory cells would revert to a quiescent state with
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a naive CD45R phenotype (9, 36). These revertant T cells could,
in principle, account for the observed shortening of the average
telomere length of naive CD41 T cells (14) in the absence of any
cell division in the naive T cell compartment. The shortening of the
average memory T cell telomere length could, indeed, be due to
incomplete telomerase compensation during clonal expansion. Al-
though it remains unclear whether this alternative scenario is re-
alistic, we are currently developing alternative mathematic models
to investigate its consistency.
In our model, we have not considered a possible source of naive
T cells from thymic or extrathymic lymphoid compartment. It is,
indeed, believed that such a source is small in human adults (8,
11). Our approach of a two-compartment model can, however, be
reiterated for the progenitor T cells providing novel naive T cells.
If the compartment of mature immunocompetent T cells would
have a source term from a self-renewing stem progenitor compart-
ment (20), we could reinterpret our two-compartment model for
progenitor T cell and mature T cell renewal. Calling progenitor T
cells vi and mature T cells mi, gC would represent the differenti-
ation and proliferation of a progenitor cell into an immunocom-
petent mature T cell. Thus, the rate of mature T cell telomere
length shortening should reflect twice the division rate of the pro-
genitor cells, and should be quite independent of the mature T cell
division rate.
Other groups (R. Antia and S. Frost, personal communication)
are analyzing the same telomere data (14) with mathematic models
incorporating a Hayflick limit (28). These authors interpret the data
as showing a skew in the distribution of memory T cell telomere
lengths in older humans, which would be due to the death of mem-
ory T cells when their telomeres become too short. Thus, memory
T cells can be dividing more frequently than the rate estimated
from the average shortening rate of their telomeres. Although the
recent data on T cell telomerase activity cast some doubt on the
relevance of the Hayflick limit for T cells, this remains a valid
alternative interpretation of the data. By choosing to ignore the
Hayflick limit, we have been able to demonstrate that the average
rate at which memory T cells lose their telomere ends is expected
to be independent of their division rate anyway. Our model can in
principle be extended to include the effect of a Hayflick limit. The
major effect of this is that the difference between the memory and
naive telomere lengths need not be in perfect equilibrium, and may
become smaller in elderly individuals. Thus, qualitatively, this
hardly affects our results.
Appendix A. The One-Compartment Model
First, we derive Equation 4, which describes the dynamics of the
“population average telomere loss index” m [ ¥i50` ini/N 5 ¥i51`
ini/N. The rate of change of m is
dm
dt 5
NOin9i 2 N9Oini
N2 5
Oin9i 2 N9m
N , (16)
where ni9 and N9 are the derivatives given by Equation 1 and Equa-
tion 2, respectively. The first sum term in the numerator is eval-
uated as
O
i 5 1
ini9 5 2aO
i 5 1
ini 2 1 2 ~a 1 d!O
i 5 1
ini (17)
5 2an0 1 2aO
i 5 1
~i 1 1!ni 2 ~a 1 d!Nm
5 2aN 1 ~a 2 d!Nm .
Since the second term in the numerator of Equation 16 equals (a
2 d)Nm we obtain Equation 4 in the text, which describes the m
dynamics.
For some purposes it may not be sufficient to know only the
time-dependent average telomere loss index m(t); the full solution
of ni(t) may be required. The dni/dt equations can, in fact, be
solved explicitly, e.g., by Laplace transform methods (42). For the
simplest initial condition (i.e., n0(0) 5 1, ni(0) 5 0; i . 0), and
constant a and d, the normalized age distribution is found as
pi(t) [
ni(t)
N(t) 5
(2at)i
i! e
22at
, (18)
which is evidently the Poisson distribution with parameter 2at.
Indeed, this parameter equals the mean index m(t), as found by
integrating Equation 4 with constant a. One may also generalize to
time variant a, d, and find that pi(t) remains a Poisson distribution
with parameter m(t). Extension to general initial conditions re-
quires an additional convolution only, because of linearity and
invariance under i shifts.
Appendix B. The Two-Compartment Model
To write down the mi dynamics we use the fact that naive popu-
lations vi are Poisson distributed around the average mV. Thus, the
clonal expansion of a clone of naive T cells should give rise to a
clone of memory T cells with a telomere loss index that is Poisson
distributed around the average mV 1 K, where K is the average
telomere loss during clonal expansion (allowing for a compensa-
tion by telomerase activity). We idealize slightly by assuming that
each clonal expansion event happens much faster than the mi dy-
namics, but that there is a steady stream of such events, each pro-
ducing a small addition to the total count of memory cells. This
enables us to write the mi dynamics as
dmi
dt 5 2aMmi 2 1 2 ~aM 1 dM!mi 1 gCvi 2 K . (19)
The M dynamics, Equation 11 in the main text, follows by sum-
ming over i. To derive the mM dynamics, we first write
dmM
dt 5
Oim9i 2 M9mM
M , (20)
where mi9 and M9 are the derivatives given by Equation 19 and
Equation 11, respectively. The first term in the numerator evalu-
ates as
O
i
i
dmi
dt 5 2aM O
i 5 1
imi 2 1 2 ~aM 1 dM!O
i 5 1
imi 1 gCO
i 5 1
ivi 2 K (21)
5 2aMm0 1 2aM O
i 5 1
~i 1 1!mi
2 (aM 1 dM)MmM 1 gCV~mV 1 K!
5 2aMM 1 ~aM 2 dM!MmM 1 gCV~mV 1 K!.
Since the second term in the numerator is equal to (aM 2 dM)M 1
gCV, we obtain Equation 12 in the main text.
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